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POWER VOTE COLLECTS GREEN PROMISES
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Arcata city council candidates attended the debate sponsored by KRFH and The Lumberjack addressing students questions and

concerns on Monday night. | Bryan Thomson

City council candidates
Dina Soltow

and

Sara Wilmot

Staff Writer and News Editor
Brett
Lee,
environmental
science senior, went into the
Arcata
City
Council
debate
Monday night knowing where
only one of his votes was going
for city:council. The other two
seats were still empty in his
mind.
After the debate, he came out

knowing which three candidates
he will cast his ballot for on Nov.
4.
“I feel like I got a much better

Machi,
Susan
Ornelas
Michael Winkler.

and

The first question raised by a

housing for students?”

points on Measure G. Measure

scale

All of the candidates felt that
much of the responsibility is on

G, if passed, will authorize the

and use green energy to do so.
Grow, Garcia and Ornelas

having a place to sleep at night is
a problem.” All of the candidates

also believe jobs can be created
through the development and
expansion
of green
energy

are concerned about the Arcata

HSU to provide housing for its
students,

but

understood

that

something needs to be done with

are,” said Lee.

candidates offered unique
students,

solutions. Ornelas proposes

sponsored .by HSU _ studentrun media KRFH and The
Lumberjack, was an open forum
format. Lumberjack Staff Writer
Matt Drange and KRFH DJ
Steven Dixon moderated the

add-ons to already existing

for

discussion and pulled questions

form the audience.
Questions

lack

of

ranged

student

from

housing

the

in

Arcata, job creation, expanding

local police force, the “problem”
of marijuana
grow houses,
and

addressing

the

growing

homeless population.
The city council candidates
are Shane Brinton, Geronimo
Garcia, Jason Grow, Michael

structures
and
homes
so that new paving over

land. is
suggests

limited..
peas

Machi
more

apartment-style

ousing

above
places

storefronts
of business

partial

solution.

and
as a

Winkler

feels that re-zoning some
of the degraded industrial
areas would create sustainable
housing.
All the candidates stressed
the importance
on working
with HSU to ensure housing for
future students.
The candidates shared similar

stimulation
of the
economy and view

thoughts by bringing up the
point that tourism primarily
creates service industry jobs.

to be better enforced. Winkler
said, “If people are engaging in
illegal behavior, the laws should
be enforced.”

creation,
localized

idea of who these candidates
debate

it came down to issues of job

Brinton contradicted Machi’s

student was, “What can be done
to lower rent and create more

the university’s recent growth.
“We are just out of houses
here,” said Grow. Some

The

stances on most of the issues,
but did not see eye to eye when

use of a portion

of sales tax

from Arcata to increase police
funding,
repair
roads,
and

Brinton wants to focus on small

industrial

development,

Grow

said,

“We

need

| sensitive to these people.

to be

Not

Endeavor’s uncertain future, as.

their lease expires at the end
businesses. Grow encourages . of this month. The Endeavor
increase pedestrian and cyclist
provides
supportive
and
low interest loans for community
safety.
necessary
services
such
as
food
members who want to
boxes and shower and laundry
start new businesses in
facilities for people in need in
the area as well.
the community. All encourage
Arcata has a noticeable
renewing Endeavor’s lease, and
homeless
population,
doing
what they can to ensure it
and a question was raised
has a successful future.
about what
candidates
ou use
our voice you
One student’s question asked
now at
you are
ae
do_
to
oe
the candidates what their stance
i
:
owntown Arcata a safe
was on marijuana grow houses in
and relaxing place. 99
talking about.
Arcata and what each candidate
Garcia, who describes
Nicole Hillyer, Social
+
would do about the problem.
“houseless,”
as
himself
Work grad student
All candidates are supporters
said he believed it was not
necessarily “the travelers”
of Prop 215, and plan to keep
patient rights in the forefront.
causing the problems on the
On
the
question
of job
Plaza. “It’s onan individual basis,
Their concerns lie in the large
creation, Machi expressed that a
and
the
solution
is
not
more
scale
illegal grow operations.
focus on tourism is a good way
police foot patrols.” A majority
Machi expressed that educating
to bring more people to the area.
of candidates expressed that the
landlordsandpropertymanagers
More people will create more
city’s laws for behavior in public
need, which will create more
DEBATE, rc. 13
places, such as the plaza, need
jobs, Machi said.
implement

more bike lanes to

oe We have a voice on
these issues, and its
important that when
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The New Zealand Mud Snail poses a threat to the underwater
ecosystem living in colonies over 400,000 snails per square meter.
| Photo courtesy ofWashington Department of Fish and Wildlife

Greedy little suckers
Invasive Mud Snails become the county’s newest plague

ST

aT

ER

Dina Soltow
Staff Writer
The freshwater mud _ snail
has made its way to Humboldt
County, said U.S. Fish and
mud
The
Service.
Wildlife
snails adapt well to different
habitats and live together in
crowded communities. These
tiny creatures can be found

living

in

containing

colonies

over 400,000 snails per square

meter.
Several

Fish.

and

Wildlife

crewmembers
Service
discovered the mud snails in
Big Lagoon, just seven miles
north of Trinidad early last
month. It is believed to be the
first North Coast sighting since
the snails were discovered in
North

America

1987.

in

The

crew found the mud snails while
surveying for the tidewater
goby- an endangered species of
small fish.
Fish and Wildlife Service
fish and wildlife biologist Greg
Goldsmith is concerned because
the mud snails pose a problem
for local aquatic ecosystems.
mud
Zealand
[New
“The
snail] reproduces quickly and
aggressively to colonize new
locations.”
Michael

Liu,

a

graduate

State
Oregon
at
student
University, is studying the mud
snail and other invasive species
for his PhD. He said that the
problem is their reproduction
and lack of competition. “You

just need one female to establish
a population, and so far in the
U.S. we can’t find any predator
for the mud snail.” The level of

density is another problem, Liu
said. In cases of high abundance,
the mud snails eat all the food,
leaving native animals and fish
—
nothing to eat.
ter mud
freshwa
This species of
snail is native to New Zealand,
but is present in Australia,

Europe,

and

North

America.

They can be sexual or asexual,

depending on the availability of

said the mud snail discovery
is not a huge concern, but it is
something that he and others are
aware of. “As far as kayaks and
all the equipment is concerned,
since it is in salt water, we clean

it religiously anyways. Saltwater
is corrosive and can damage the
equipment.”
He suggested that perhaps
more could be done than
educating the public. “We can
rinse all of our kayaks easily
in Trinidad or on the bay, but
I’m not aware of any area like

males in the habitat. In North
America researchers have found

that in Big Lagoon.

That

may

that

they

can

only females, which reproduce
quickly and spread rapidly.
For the past five years, Liu has
focused ‘on how to prevent the
mud snails from spreading. “I

address.”
Goldsmith

don’t think it’s possible for total
eradication.”

Both Liu and Goldsmith said
they didn’t know of any case in
the U.S. where the mud snails
have been completely removed.
It is believed humans spread
the snails to new areas, although
wildlife may also play a role.
Fish and Wildlife Service advises
the public to clean all boating
equipment in order to minimize
the spread. Goldsmith said the
mud snail most likely traveled
here from a boater who visited a
contaminated site.
Hawk Martin, local owner of

Humboats

Kayak Adventures,

be

something
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said the Fish and

Wildlife Service is working with
various agencies to develop
educational material in order to
keep mud snails from spreading.
considering
also
are
They
constructing decontamination
stations at boat ramps and
popular sites for boating and
fishing. “There is little or nothing
that is feasible for eradication
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[of] the [mud snail] after it is
introduced to a water body,”

:
Goldsmith said.
“The most we can do at this
time is to minimize its spread to
other water bodies.”

Dina Soltow may be reached at
dsoltow@thejackonline.org

www. Tg
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Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc.
Arcata Dental Office
Cosmetic Bonding

Lye Landau

Wisdom Teeth

Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning

Staff Writer

Mercury Free Fillings

Lillian . Bertz
is program
director of Ojos de Oaxaca
(Spanish
for "the eyes of
Oaxaca"). A Humboldt County
native, she will be working
with

students

ages

14-24

starting in November as part
of international photography
exchange in Oaxaca, Mexico.
She
will
teach
them
photography, and take them on
field trips to museums in Oaxaca
(pronounced "wuh-HAH-kuh")

and

art

galleries

creative

which

will

Each
day,
students
- will study a new type
of photography such

them find jobs in the future.

Bertz created the Ojos de
Oaxaca program to show youth
that they deserve a community
that supports them in reaching
their full potential. She believes
it is important for teens to
learn photography so they can
understand how

voices heard.
"By giving

to make

their

these

students

cameras, we are acknowledging

them
to express themselves
with other mediums as well, like
creative writing and poetry.
At the end of the program, the

that their experiences are valid,"
Bertz said.
Blake
Schmidt's _ similar
photography
project
in

students will make greeting cards

Mozambique motivated Bertz
to create Ojos de Oaxaca. "Two
years ago I viewed his website
and was inspired and knew
I wanted: to do something

December,

the

students

will

be encouraged to maintain a
portfolio of their continuous
work. The students will have a
website they can upload their
new photographs onto.
Many of the young adults
Bertz will work with cannot
afford digital cameras or to
regularly participate in artistic
activities. Ojos de Oaxaca will
give students skills’ with this

1225

B St. (2 blocks from HSU)

and her mother, Susan

Cooper, have collected

onedigitalak cameras
OnE
through craigstlist.org,
.freecycle.org and by
word of mouth.

similar," Bertz said. She called

him recently for tips on how to
make the program a success.
Schmidt said there-are similar

projects around the world. "I
didn't create the wheel but
reinvented it for a Mozambican
context and had great success in
doing so," said Schmidt.
He said he wanted to teach
Mozambican youths a skill that
they could turn into a career, as

well as something they would
enjoy doing.
"I am excited for Lillian
and wish her, the program,
participants [and supporters]
the best," Schmidt added.

"[My

daughter]

realized that Humboldt
folks are the kind of
people who will step up when
there is a need," Cooper said.
"Some of these cameras came
from strangers."

"The world is kind of divided,
between the people who talk
about how things should be and
those who act to make it the way
it should be," said Cooper. She
believes Bertz belongs in the
latter group.
Right
now,
Bertz
wants
to collaborate with Spanish
teachers at Fortuna High School
to do photo exchanges with the
participants of Ojos de Oaxaca.
"In the next two years, we
hope to have these students
come

to

Oaxaca

to

meet
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so they can shadow them and
do photography together," said
Bertz.
"In my eyes, this is a
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Bertz said that the project
would not be possible without
the
generosity
and
support of people in
Humboldt County. She

_ = Susan Cooper

which will be for sale in gallery
shows. Their photographs will
also be on display in American
galleries. Bertz believes this is
a means of creating cultural
bonds and helping people see
what others have to share with
the world.
After the teaching ends in

and

We Cater to
Cowards

New Patients
Welcome

_ photography programs.

people who will step
up when there is a
need. —

of their best work,

countries,

Emergency Care

eventually throughout the world.
Bertz believes that American
youths can also benefit from

are the kind of

documentary,

books

American

66 Humboldt folks

portraits, street photos
and natural photos.
As part of the project,
Bertz will help students
create photo essays on
a topic of their choice.
She
will
encourage

and

Bertz
said
that
sharing
personal experiences with the
world
through
photography
can help one's self-esteem.
She hopes to collaborate with
other similar projects in South

help

for

_ inspiration.

as

technology,

Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound

at www.thejackonline.org
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e
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e
e
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\
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Center for Disease Control:
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Life is Calling.

silence on racism

Go

Far Will =

How

70+ Countries of Service.
Student Loans Deferred.
Combine with Grad School.

is deafening

\ll majors; High demand
for education, health, ag
& natural resources.
Info

sessions

on

campus:

peacecorps.gov/events

Apply Online.

Deunn Willis
Staff Writer
Social
Work
senior
EJ.
Furgison said the first step
to “killing a sickness” such as
racism, is to make the “sickness”

known.
The silence of HSU
professors is not helping the
campus shine light on racism
said Furgison.
Furgison
asked,
“How

will

we

dismantle

problem. “Racism is a sensitive
subject and I truly believe that
professors don’t want to be
held accountable if they say
something that can be taken out

students
overcome

Thomas.

He

is

amazed that racism continues
because he rarely sees it in the
Business department.
“Maybe if I don’t see it, it is

because of a sheltered life and I
am not aware that I am seeing
as faculty

members in different support
centers such as the Educational
Opportunity Program (EOP)
and the Multi-Cultural Center,

shared their opinions on why so
many professors declined to give
their thoughts about racism.
students _ suggest
Some
professors are worried about
their image and saying the
wrong thing.
an opinion:1? We

want

of context,” said Dickens.
Jerri Jones, office manager of
the Multi-Cultural Center, said

a professor's
is

to

role on

campus

and

support

encourage

students.

“I am absolutely surprised
that professors are declining
interviews on a topic of racism
that obviously needs attention,”
said Jones.
Student Affairs Dean Randi
Darnall Burke said she doesn’t
think it was intentional that
to
unable
were
professors
provide an explanation. “HSU’s
faculty is a predominantly white
one and many professors don’t
know how to talk about the
struggles of minority students,
because they never had to deal
with the types of struggles
minority students face, such as
racism,” said Burke.

EOP advisor Kevin Simmons
said; “To solve the problem of
racism on campus, we must hire

to hear

it! E-mail

on

race, students

face

the dilemma of whether they
should even try to talk to their
professors.
Business freshman Edward
Walker
said
he
experienced racism his
second week of classes
at HSU. “I turned to my
EOP
advisor : because
I am pretty sure my
professors
cannot
relate to something like
racism,” said Walker.
Walker’s viewpoint of
the campus has changed,

but he is glad to know
there is one place he
could turn to ifsomething

Buisness Freshman

willing to give insight. “Many
students -over the years have
confided in me about many
and
experiences
different

it,” said Thomas.
Students, as well

student

- Edward Walker,

Thomas was one HSU professor

said

more minority professors.”
With a lack of communication
between
professors
and

| am pretty sure my
nratessars cannot
relate to something
like racism.
9?

of the

obstacles
such
as
racism
and _ nonrepresentation on campus.
Mike
professor
Business

Got

hesitancy
raises
a

66 | turned to my
EOP advisor because

30 faculty members
contacted
by
the
Lumberjack
were
willing to give their
perspective on why

issues,”

Dickens
said this
to discuss
racism

Delores

racism

three

minority
have
to

senior

ever

when our very own
professors won't help
us dismantle it?”
Only

Psychology

similar happens again.
Art
senior
Michael

Myvett realized as a freshman
when racism occurs on campus,
“you go to EOP or the MCC”

instead of talking to a professor.
Myvett asked, “If professors
are not even willing to give an
opinion in a news article about
racism,

do you

OPEN

“We Recycle
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no waste disposal fee
no extra charge for 4X4s
oil change
fluids checked
vacuum interior

call:

§39-217]

ving our CcSliAA

for over

;
epee

HSU
alumna’
Dawnte
Thomas agreed with Simmons
on hiring a more culturally
diverse
staff.
“Diversity
is
growing in Humboldt County
and eventually more minority
professors who deal with racism
forms

must

SPOR

eeee

10 years

OODS STORE

S oe
a

be.

Deunn Willis may be contacted at
dwillis@thejackonline.org

your

Relaaouece

dee

yville
Bann’s and Don Juans

www.myspace.com/theoutdoorstore

a

THEN, Can rar THIS Ii:

Mrs MARIN

hired to end this cycle of racism
and lack of communication
around Humboldt County,” said
Thomas.

thejack@humboldt.edu

UL

think they will

campus?”

different

en a

www.peacecorps.gov

care about my experience with
racism as a black person on

in

eee

| ee

800.424.8580
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FROM STANTON’S RESTAURANT

CHECKS

Guitars

Colors & Relaxers

Banjos
Mandolins

Haircuts

OK!

and Drums - Fiddles
Indian &
Basses
African
Ukes
Percussion
New &
Used

All other types too!
No

BANK

Nail Enhancements

LINES!

Onandi Valuta Services

We give discounts to HSU students

I st Arcata, CA 95521
415

MAKES

WHAT

TT

FULL SERVICE MULTICULTURAL

10-6 * Saturday 10-5
1102 5th Street
Eureka * 445.9022

Die

-OP

nr

Open Monday-Friday

(707) 826-1196

THE

HAPPY HOUR
5pm-7pm
Free appetizers with drink
purchase! Domestic pints

41.50, Microbrews $2.50

aaa
MLA
ST

oes
Two Open Board Seats

Friday, October 17

Saturday, October 18

Democracy is beautiful, but it is often not pretty. It is a
contact, rather than a spectator, sport. Nothing more clearly
separates a Co-op from a traditional for-profit business
than ownership and democratic control by its members.
Now through October 17th all 12,000 Co-op members
have the opportunity to choose your representatives to the
Board of Directors - by casting a ballot in the election.
Last year over 700 members voted, more than 4 times the
number of ballots cast in the previous élection. But that is
still just over one half of one percent of those eligible to
vote. If you have not yet voted, please do so before 5 pm,
Friday Oct. 17th. Then join us for the Annual Membership

Roots/Rock/Pop
myspace.com/thedeltanationals

Bill Clawson
Health Care Consultant,
Senior Care Advocate

st

AV eV AN LUE tt bY
DIRECTV.

Sales/Marketing Manager

at the Adorni Center in Eureka. It’s YOUR Co-op. Care.
Get messy. Step onto the field and cast your ballot in the

2008 Co-op election before October 17th.

yeEr

Purchase a Fat Tire

ae

Glass & Pint for only °10

a

Humboldt Grassfed Beef

Catch every NFL game on

- Mo Burke
Co-op Board President

25 flat panel TVs or watch

the 49ers/Raiders on the
°

Directors

yor?

Financial Advisor
Cochrane & Associates

available ineitore, ontine & in alien

and B

newsletter. Ballots due by Oct.17 at Spm &
a

www.northcoastco-op.com

8th and

CO-OP
| Streets

822-5947
6a.m.

to 9 p.m.

Karaoke
With DJ Leonard

8pm - 12am

Kamikaze Karaoke presents
a Halloween themed contest
on Thursday, Oct. 30. We'll

PLUE LAKE
LAg\N0

ARCATA

Every Sunday & Thursday

Contest

be singing some scary tunes.

ity Committed te Good Foo

Streets

443-6027
6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

| ‘

aCe

Scare-oke
Thursday

mma to-or ©,
4th

big screen projection TV.

Steve Suttell

Co-ops are organized to allow its member-owners to steward
their Co-op by serving on the board of directors, What a
powerful way to engage gonsumers! Since a co-op ’s purpose is —
larger than their operation, member-owner stewardship provides
a greater good in their community. Members like you can
provide an important community service by voting. Ballots and
Candidate Statements for the North Coast Co-op’s board of
directors election are available in-store or online. Your Co-op
néeds you, please vote! When members serve members, together
we make our Co-op, our community. better. ~

lala
Amber Ale

Sy La Ee]

Sara Mora

Meeting on Sunday, October 19th from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.

/

e)
eC

hie aie
Nationals

Vote for two of the
three candidates.

ELECTIONS

Member

ee

FAST!
EASY!
PERSONAL &
TAX REFUND

ic www. wildwood, ws

eat

a

Hair Braiding Specials

S}USUINA}SU] YJOg

CA$H

$100

Tay g late

WET

1-877-BLC-2WIN
www. bluelakecasino.com

Management

reserves the right to cancel or modify these or any promotions with
or without notice at any time. Blue Lake Casino supports responsible gambling.
if you need help. An enterprise of the Blue Lake Rancherta Tribe
1.800.GAMBLER
Call

10.15.2008
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Coming to a

Plaza Cam

computer near you!

arcatapl azZaCam.com
Provided by
Alex

HSU gets upgraded email service on Oct. 20

Se
e Check the
weather

Allie Hostler

day or night

Staff Writer

s

re

Humboldt

3
\

State is taking

a

new email system, Zimbra.
But don’t worry, ITS staff say
the transition will be seamless,
at least for students.
Your i.d.@humboldt.edu will
not change, it will be upgraded.
Zimbra
offers new
features

not

available

Webmail,

before

through

the current interface
and

a built-in

35,000

user

directory to name a few.
Bethany Rizzardi works in
the Information
Technology
Services department and also
facilitates Zimbra workshops.
“We got a lot of complaints

to

have

date

an

20,000

and

TOTAL COST OF E-MAIL
AND CALENDAR SERVICES
faculty

students.

better

$1.50

student

than

said.

$8.00 for staff and faculty, we
lot

of

people

Webmail.”
After
15
Webmail has

bears
an_
outdated
interface. Rizzardi said
most faculty and staff
avoid the program by
email

up _

math it looks like a $44,000
upgrade, but Rizzardi said HSU
negotiated a bargain for the
Zimbra package. The _ sehool
instead will pay a little over

committee.

After

$31,000 annually.
“Some people were concerned

that
using
Google
would
compromise their privacy since
Google software scans all emails

a

year of shopping, four large
companies visited campus to
compete for HSU’s business.
Zimbra

won,

even

over

‘to

said. Her husband was
user of Pine, a popular
program used to read
“Now, he absolutely

opinion?

We

advertisements,”

there as Google does.”
Otherselling points
for ITS and
Richmond were Zimbra’s ability
to download student’s schedules
automatically to their online
calendars, and that Zimbra is
more likely to be accepted by all
campus constituencies.

loves Zimbra.”
Zimbra is more than E-mail.
It offers
calendar
services,
an

you

at HSU, not in some ‘cloud’ out

“It really is the best choice,”

Got

send.

Richmond said. “Zimbra emails
will be held on controlled servers

free

options such as Google.
Razzardi
a faithful
software
emails.

last

week

to

learn

want

to

hear

it!

E-mail

§$22-5820

| Closed Sunday
|

Open 11-9

©

the

new program, but “a few
bugs need to be worked
out,” he said. He couldn’t
Staff

could
than

|.

of ITS’ free workshops

where
emails

850 Crescent
Way

a

log-on.

are forwarded. Or, they set up
Microsoft Outlook or other
email reading software.
HSU administration last year
asked the ITS department to
find a solution. ITS followed
_ the usual university steps, and
a

is

Meetingmaker all the time, but
you couldn’t see what everyone
else was doing,” he said.
“Now,
If
everybody
is
on,
it
[Zimbra]
will
allow
smoother
communication.”
Johnson attended one

-Bethany Rizzardi, Information
Technology Services

Humboldt.edu

formed

Johnson

Wildlife professor who used
Meetingmaker every day. “I used

primary

addresses

their

Matt

664 lot of people
‘hate Webmail. 4 %

go. It allows minimal
storage
(10MB)
and

setting

and

better all love it. If you do the

hate

years,
got to

per

Sf

’

822-4600 Bar: 822-1413
Closed Sunday
M.,T,W 11 -9
Th, F,S 11-10

5,000

Google.
At

1

3525 Janes Rd

BEFORE

will facilitate online

between

~~

& Cantina

10,000

about the current service from
students and teachers,” she
“A

;

15,000

that

collaboration

¢ Wave ‘hi!’ to
friends around
the world

25,000

up-to-

system

Arcata History

AFTER ©

30,000

Meetingmaker,
but
for
students
too.
HSU used to pay
$8,500
each year
for
Meetingmaker,
Webmail was free.
Zimbra’
will
cost
$22,500 extra, and
President
Rollin
Richmond
believes
it is worth tHe cost

- more storage, state-of-the-art
calendar,

¢ Links to Arcata
Events and

not exclusively for
faculty
and _ staff
like the old program

tech turn into the future with a

Stillman

have

and

faculty

more _ problems

students.

Meetingmaker

won't
merge
with
Zimbra.
All appointments
must
be
transferred manually,

and like

The Fiesta Grill & Cantina is open or thle and dinner
and has its “family” of staff offering excellent service
and great food, along with a full bar sporting Boont
Amber, IPA: Eel River & Organic, Great White, and

150 types of Tequila from Silver to Anejo. The Sports
Lounge features four TVs. Enjoy special prices and
appetizers at Happy Hour from 3 - 6 PM.

Johnson, initial log-on might be

10% off w/ Student ID!

tricky for calendar users.
Zimbra’s calendaring services
were

available

Oct.

6

www.myspace.com/theoutdoorstore

and.

workshops are being offered
nearly every day to help teach
you how to use it.
Rizzardi is confident Zimbra
will be different with its attractive
user-friendly interface.
“If students have used Yahoo,
Hotmail or Gmail, they aren't

going to have any problems with
Zimbra.”

Allie Hostler may be
contacted at
chostled@)chaiackonine org

thejack@humboldt.edu

your

letters!
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:
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HSU PowerVote’s goal is to get 1500. mea

| pledges signed on campus before the election.

a

700 pledges have been signed so far.

Visit: http://www.powervote. org/

Taqueria|
TT 686 F Street, Suite D, Agzeate CA 95521

Monday - Saturday
9AM - 9PM
Family Atmosphere
Dine (n or Carry Out

Breakfast Menu

HSU Power Vote

| Torrey Hartman

PowerVote collects
green promises

Chile Relleno
made fresh daily
authentic menudo

Giving 10% offfo HSU students with (0.
686 F Street (by Safeway)
826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com

Leigh Lawson
Staff Writer
Vote
green!
The
national
organization
PowerVote
asks
voters to sign a pledge promising

to vote for clean energy in the
upcoming election. PowerVote
Campus Organizer for California

Since PowerVote is a non-profit,
they must remain non-partisan.

They cannot give advice on the
candidates that support clean
energy policies, nor can they
promote specific propositions.

grassroots

\|

movement

working

toward clean energy and cutting
global warming pollution.
Not affiliated with the Green
Party or any other political
party,

PowerVote

wants

people to vote for whichever
candidate supports clean energy
regardless of political party.
Voter
Nov
S59 ceam
eee

Friday, October 24"
6PM- -East ae oer Be Divisions
aAP

Sign up in FC 101
erson ($15 team).

Per

2000

2000

the millenia voters

have had a low voting turnout
in past elections. To help make

the

voting

process

easier

for

efforts with the voting age group
called the ‘millennia voters’ -

with HSU Associated Students
to give voters access to election
guides. When tabling on the
quad,
PowerVote
provides
voting registration forms along
with the pledges.
HSU PowerVote Volunteer

concentrates

voters ages 18-31.
The
millennia
are important to the

movement
voting

because

power:

this

of
age

voters
green

their
group

comprises 25 percent of eligible
voters. The group is expected

2004

2004

However,

students, PowerVote is working

PowerVote

Turnout
&

to reach one-third of the total
electorate by 2015.

its

Nina Rizzo says it is an important

3 on 13

Power Vote paperwork.

volunteer Kale Robers tables on Wednesday while take Ferrari fills out

in

elections
% Point Increase

ee

+11% points

yLEEY

+5 % points

ELIE

+4 % points

45-54

+3 % points

Le

+3 % points

65-74

+1 % points

75+

+2 % points

Jocelyn Orr thinks clean energy

is an especially important issue
to this generation, perhaps more
so than with older generations.
“We are the ones who

have to

deal with the consequences
global warming,”

of

she says. Orr

wants presidential, state and city
political

candidates

global

warming

“[Global

Warming

to address

solutions.
solutions]

are something we're all going to
have to work at together,” she
says.
Orr says politicians don’t want
to go out on a limb promoting
clean energy and global warming
solutions because these are new
issues that political candidates
don’t yet know how to deal with.

“I believe everyone wants to do
All Ages

+4 % points

th
kt
th

cc
he
al
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matey

how to identify if their homes
are being used for illegal grow
operations is a key to preventing
it. All the candidates agreed.
Machi suggests working with
PG&E to send copies of tenant
utility bills to the landlords

law- specifying the reasons a

to

tenant

monitor

if

an

excessive

amount of electricity is being
used. This is often a red flag
for grow operations. Brinton
said, “Anything we do when
addressing the problem has to
take into account [215] patient

rights.”
The safety of legal grow
houses was brought up by
Garcia. “We need people from
the ganja community to help
with confidential electrical and
ventilation inspections to make
sure the grow operations are
safe,” said Garcia.

Winkler wants

to bring in additional drug force

task managers to ensure that
the illegal operations are’ shut
down.
;
A recurring topic during
the debate was rent control
and tenant rights. All of the
candidates agreed it was a
difficult subject. Machi said,
“If we control the rent then the
developers are unlikely to do any
more housing development.”
. Ornelas felt it was a common:
decency issue 4s to how tenants
treat the living quarters and

Brinton

mobile home
as having .a
me

help politicians dothe right thing
and support clean energy.”
Besides helping voters make

parks, as well
renter’s bill of

is the Just Cause
can

Eviction

be evicted.” All of

implementing a rental housing
inspection program.
The candidates are strong
advocates
for
increasing
accessibility
to
alternative

debate because she sees the
importance of knowing what's
going on locally and wants to
make a well-informed decision
when she votes in November.
“We have a voice on these
issues, and

Dina Soltow may be contacted at
dsoltow@thejackonline.org.
Sara Wilmot Ww

be contacted at

swilmot@thejackonline.org

with.

PowerVote

dozen

members

advisors.
help

A

table

in

the quad several days a week.
So far they have gotten 700
pledges signed at HSU. HSU
PowerVote’s goal is to get 1500

pledges
signed
on
before the election.

campus

volunteers check in with Rizzo,
their advisor, to tell her how

demand that you pay attention
to these issues.”

many

PowerVote
volunteers
like
Orr, Roberts and Jamila Ghoul
coordinate events, train new
volunteers, and communicate

supports the volunteers to help
them develop leadership skills.

the voter’s voices

NEED ONE OF THESE SERVICES

=

Roberts, an HSU PowerVote
volunteer. Orr adds, “In fact, we

have

IF YOU

when you use your voice you
know what you are talking
about,” said Hillyer.

that say: ‘we will elect you if you
support our choices,’ “ says Kale

“We

CAR CARE
CENTER |

it’s important that

week. “One of the big reasons
that made me so interested is
the mass of the effort across
the nation to encourage young
people to demand from their
politicians the type of leadership
‘they want,” Ghoul says.
Each week campus PowerVote

voters care about clean energy.

at

Nichole Hillyer, social work
grad_
student,
attended
the

works by telling politicians
exactly who their audience is.
Politicans will see the large
pledge tally and realize that

HSU STUDENTS WELCOME

a key element in environmental
protection. All would like to
see the development of more
bike lanes and a revamping of
sidewalks for pedestrian and
cyclist safety. Funding for these ©
implementations
is based largely
on the passing of Measure G.

Ghoul joined PowerVote last

heard,

jal exam and x-rays.

transportation, and see this as

PowerVote

their voices

-

trial-

them agreed on the proposal of

to think that there are landlords
that treat people poorly.”

That’s
where
PowerVote
comes in, Orr says. “It aims to

a.

rights. “... a big part of that for

added, “It is distressing for me

the right thing, they just don’t
know what that thing is and
they’re afraid to do it,” Orr says.

proposed

run rent control program with

Rizzo

Orr,

pledges
also

assigns,

Roberts

volunteers

were

with

and

signed.

trains

Ghoul

PowerVote

and

are

as

Maintaining & Repairing
Students’
Cars Since 1961

4

a

part of their senior project in
Environmental Science. Orr says
she is excited she got involved
with this program because she
gets to make a difference and
work in a way that compliments
her personal values. Orr says the
movement is important to her,
and if she didn’t get the course
credits, she’d be working
PowerVote anyway.

929 Broadway (Off Highway 101) « Eureka « California 95501

(707) 444-9636
www.leons-carcare.com

ed

eT
aAcGOODS

www.myspace.com,

with

Ghoul says PowerVote gives
people a way to voice their
concerns about global warming.
“A lot of people in this country
want change but are afraid of
it and don’t know how to incite
change. PowerVote gives people
a great opportunity to flex
their power as citizens of this

democratic nation.”

Leigh Lawson may be contacted
at llawson@thejackonline.org

theoutdoorstore

STORE

EIR) CAT

a

einsTrinidad:Bay

my Open:Daily,
On The Plaza‘Arcata 822-0321
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dir

Volleyball
Friday, Oct. 17
HSU vs Cal State
Stanislaus

Sat

Kinesiology and Athletics
Building
700

ae

eit]

Football
Saturday, Oct.
HSU vs Central

exc

18

old

ceR ar 4 col
OT Tein 94

15

Redwood

sco
bel
neé

Bowl

6:00 p.m.

Ch

Volleyball
Saturday, Oct. 18
HSU vs Chico State

The new season starts in March 2009. | Jordan Twiggs
The Super SHEroes before the start of the competition, the Humboldt Rollers last game of the season.

Kinesiology and Athletics
Building
VCO eae

Roller derby team puts its

lap
the

game face on for charity
Derek

Sunday, Oct. 19
HSU vs Sonoma
State

DEOn

Bowl

Dressed in a gleaming gold cape,
sparkling blue tights, red and white knee-

Men’s

Soccer

Sunday,

Oct.

like a superhero.
She weaves between skaters, making
her job look easy. What makes her job hard
are the skaters who roll four deep, trying
‘to make her trip and fall, or catch her face

19

HSU vs Sonoma
State
3:00

Bowl

p.m

with one of their elbows - anything to keep

_ Godlin from passing them.
Godlin, known

as Guts and Gloria, is

part of the Humboldt Rollers, a roller derby
team whose “bout,” or competition, last

Want

to

be

we

Lactaoen

Arts and Features Editor

high socks and a helmet, Sarah Godlin looks

Redwood

hig

she

Women’s
Soccer

Redwood

cro
fisk
wh
SH

included

in the

Sports

calendar?

Saturday, Oct. 11, left fans with a newfound

everybody looks. It’s all about intimidation,”

appreciation for knee-pads and ice packs.
Founded in April 2007, the Humboldt
Rollers is a group of women dedicated to
competing in roller derby— a no-nonsense
sport where groups of five compete in a roller
rink by having one member (the jammer)

said

try to pass the other team’s four blockers in

order to score points.
The jammer receives a point for her
team for each blocker she laps from the
opposing team.

Submit

“I like the energy,

your

event

I like how

online

scary

Jazzmin

Martinez,

a

Eureka

High

School freshman.
Martinez’s mom

Pam Penny of Eureka,

Calif., is in the process of becoming a
Humboldt Roller competitor; Before she
can take to the rink in March 2009, she has
to pass written and assessment tests.

Penny said its very serious. “It’s a lot of
safety—learning how to utilize your skates,
going backwards, learning how to fall
right.”

DERBY, continuep Next Pc.

at www.thejackonline.org/calform

DERBY,

ROLLER DERBY TEAM FOR CHARITY conr From previous Pc.
They won the bout with

Saturday’s
bout sponsored two
charities: JAZ Kids,

eM ieee li if
SCR UR URE

a group that helps

teammate.

autistic
children
build
meaningful
relationships.
with
their
Food

«

- Constance “Connie Lingus”
Mitchell, roller derby player

families, and
for
People,

Humboldt County’s
food bank.
Josephine
Johnson,

:
fund

development

director for Food for People, said that the event

raised 81 pounds of food, a total that she said was
pretty good. “Every little bit helps, especially in an
economic situation like this.”
For Saturday’s bout the Rollers split into
two teams, the Super SHEroes and the Forces
of Darkness, for some inter-squad competition.
On Oct. 25, the Humboldt

the

Redding

a cushy lead of over 20

JX)

hed

em ae

hy a

Sai,

ints, 102-81.
-“I got to hear the
crowd cheering for mé
and yelling; it’s great! Ifelt good, and we played

i

got

with a lot of heart,” said

Langekund.
. But heart can only get
a derby girl so far. A lot comes from determination

and willingness to hit another girl.
HSU Nursing and Women’s

Studies junior

Constance Mitchell, who goes by Connie Lingus,

said she paints, “Make them bleed” and “Kill ‘em”
on her bathroom mirror in red lipstick to prepare
for a bout.
“Tl hit a girl if she’s fucking with my

FRIDAY OCTOBER 24th TOPH’S HOUSE . BENBOW

COME IN COSTUME!

21+

9PM

$30 ADVANCE TICKETS

teammate,” said Mitchell. “I just want to win.”

Rollers will head to

Redding for their first battle against a separate

team,

SPORTS | [5
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Rollers.

And

based

on

Derek Lactaoen may be contacted at
dlactaoen@thejackonline.org

Saturday’s. performance, the upcoming battle
against Redding might already be put away.
“They’re all in their 40’s, not that that’s bad.

But they’re big, big ladies, not that that’s bad
either. Being slow is bad, being big isn’t,” said
Godlin.
|
.
But the Humboldt Rollers aren’t exactly the
youngest group of girls either. In fact, the most
exciting point in the night came when 31-year-

old Jacqui Langekund of Redwood Valley scored

707.922.4599
for more information CALL THE PEOPLE
productions
om/people
myspace.c
PL
ye eeemL

15 points in one round of play.
Better known as Holly Hex, Langekund
scored for the Forces of Darkness, who were

behind by nearly .40 points and desperately :
needed some sort of boost to stay in the game.
Cheered on by whoops and primal yells from the
crowd, Hex, dressed in all black and a pair of
fishnets to represent the Forces, had no problem
whipping between two defensive blocks from the

Mexican

SHEroes.
With only six minutes left in the bout, Hex

1251 9th St., Arcata
(across from thé recycling center)

lapped the blocking pack nearly four times before
the end of the round. Her 15 points made her the
highest scoring jammer for the night.

(707) 822-1200
Mon.-Sat. 11 am-5 pm

At the end of the bout, the Forces of Darkness

weren’t able to close the gap on the SHEroes who
showed that justice always prevails over evil.

Food

7th & G, Arcata
A Forces of Darkness player watches the bout. | Jordan Twiggs

(Arcata Auto parking lot)

(707) 496-4165
Mon.-Weds. 5:30-10 pm
Thurs. 5:30 pm-11 pm
Fri.-Sat. 5:30 pm-2 am
Sun. 11 am-9 pm

Homemade Tortillas
Catering for Any Event

Present this coupon for 15% off of your total price or
25% off for students with ID.
The Forces of Darkness gather at the starting line for Saturday's competition. | Jordan Twiggs
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ALUMNI OWXED AND OPERA TEDE
Hours Sun.8-10,

put the ‘Jacks up early.
ABOVE: Forward Roland Demombynes takes advantage of a rare open opportunity to

DRINKING RESPONSIBLY ,

BELOW:

Defender EJ. Schneekluth is yanked by a Cal Poly Pomona opponent. | Photos by Bryan Thomson

and

‘Women

2-| against Cal Poly Pomona
Anthony

Mon.8-11,

” the Lumberjacks kept pressure

Humboldt State’s men’s:

_ soccer team won their sixth
home game, and the women
snapped a four game losing
streak Friday night at Redwood

Bowl.

>

massage
only $25
with a Student Therapist
Or pamper yourself witha |
Certified Massage Therapist}

for just $40 for an hour!

Open Mon-Sat
Advanced booking read.
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on the Broncos’ goalie but were
unable to get anything into the
net. Sophomore forward Kim
Carroll had a breakaway and a
near miss on a header, which

During halftime of the
\

Barstow

Staff Writer

Tue through Thur 8-12, Fri. and Sat. 8-1:30!

Sym)

soccer win

mens

women’s game, the HSU

players discussed strategy and
prepared for the next half of. -

provided most the first half’s
excitement..
The shadows crawled over
the field and the temperature

play while standing araund in

continued to drop as the night

their shorts and short sleeves.
Meanwhile, the visiting Cal

wore on.
Cal Poly Pomona scored
quickly to begin the second

Poly Pomona Broncos huddled.

together with sweaters or

|

beneath blankets.
Throughout the first half,

. half, and it looked fora

—

moment like the game may tip
in their favor.
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However, midway through

the second half, as the shadows
took over Redwood Bowl and
the lights came on, Humboldt

State scored its first goal of the
game.
“After we scored our first
goal, I think the momentum
changed in our favor,” said

junior Allison Lawrence, the
team’s leading scorer.
Having been quiet through
most of the night, the cold,

but supportive crowd came
to life with the first goal, and ©

the Lumberjacks responded in
kind.
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CAL POLY POMONA
MEN

2-| WIN AGAINST
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BLASS
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Glass Blowing Supplies
1264 ear en Arcata

WOMEN

_
|-O WIN AGAINST
CSU SAN BERNARDINO
MEN

|-O WIN AGAINST
CSU

SAN

BERNARDINO
Midfielder Ben Vassersmiles in disbelief as he receives a yellow card during
the Oct. 10 game against Cal Poly Pomona. | Bryan Thomson

The ball remained close to
the Broncos’ goal for much of
the rest of the game, and with
just under ten minutes left,
freshman Karen Pontoni took a
pass from sophomore Danielle
Drucker and put it into the net.
The 2-1 win was the
women’s first since Sept. 21

With just five minutes to

anticipated a tough game but
said the team was “prepared

go in the game, junior Matt

play.”
And, play they did scoring their first goal fewer

goal, giving the Lumberjacks
the lead and the win of 2-1.
By then, the cold had
ceased to matter, and by sheer
will and determination, the
Humboldt State men held on

ona heads-up play by Roland
Demombynes, a junior forward
from Seattle.

_
Then, it was the men’s
turn. The team began the night

In the second half,

temperatures dipped into
the 30s, but play was just
beginning to heat up. With 25
minutes to go, Pomona tied the
game on a penalty kick by Rigo
Cardenas.

with a 5-1 record at home and

was looking to rebound after
being shut out twice on the
road the previous weekend.
Sophomore Josh Suggs

Specializing in Collision Repair

over his head into the Broncos’

than 15 minutes into the game

against San Francisco State.

FREDS BODY SHOP

Colwell received a pass from
Demombynes and kicked back

and ready to come out and

651 Indianola Cutoff
Between Arcata & Eureka
(707) 442-2258

to win for the sixth time in
seven home games.

Open from 8am -5:30pm Mon-Fri

Anthony Barstow may be

Family Owned and operated in
Humboldt County since 1973
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abarstow@thejackonline.org
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ALOMND OWNED AND OPERA TEDE
Hours Sun.8-10,

BELOW:

Defender E.J. Schneekluth is yanked by a Cal Poly Pomona opponent. | Photos by Bryan Thomson

and

‘Women

2-1 against Cal Poly Pomona
Anthony

Mon.8-11,

However, midway through

, soccer team won their sixth

on the Broncos’ goalie but were

the second half, as the shadows

home game, and the women

unable to get anything into the
net. Sophomore forward Kim
Carroll had a breakaway and a
near miss on a header, which
provided most the first half’s

took over Redwood Bowl and
the lights came on, Humboldt
State scored its first goal of the
game.
“After we scored our first
goal, I think the momentum
changed in our favor,” said

snapped a four game losing streak Friday night at Redwood

Bowl.
During halftime of the
women’s game, the HSU

excitement..

players discussed strategy and
prepared for the next half of:

play while standing around in
their shorts and short sleeves.

Or pamper yourself witha |
Certified Massage Therapist}
for just $40 for an hour! |

Open Mon-Sat
Advanced booking read.
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* the Lumberjacks kept pressure

Humboldt State’s men’s”

with a Student Therapist

G

Staff Writer

Tue through Thur 8-12, Fri. and Sat. 8-1:30!

only $25

soccer win

mens

Meanwhile, the visiting Cal -

Cal Poly Pomona scored

Poly Pomona Broncos huddled.

together with sweaters or
beneath blankets.
Throughout the first half,

The shadows crawled over
the field and the temperature
continued to drop as the night
- wore on.
quickly to begin the second

.. half, andit looked fora

—

moment like the game may tip
in their favor.

junior Allison Lawrence,

the

team’s leading scorer.
Having been quiet through
most of the night, the cold,

but supportive crowd came
to life with the first goal, and ©
the Lumberjacks responded in
kind.
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2-| WIN AGAINST
CAL POLY POMONA
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2- | WIN AGAINST
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WOMEN

|-O WIN AGAINST
CSU SAN BERNARDINO
MEN

|-O WIN AGAINST
CSU SAN BERNARDINO
Midfielder Ben Vassersmiles in disbelief as he receives a yellow card during
the Oct. 10 game against Cal Poly Pomona. | Bryan Thomson

The ball remained close to

the Broncos’ goal for much of
the rest of the game, and with
just under ten minutes left,

freshman Karen Pontoni took a
pass from sophomore Danielle
Drucker and put it into the net.
The 2-1 win was the
women’s first since Sept. 21

against San Francisco State.
'
Then, it was the men’s
turn. The team began the night
with a 5-1 record at home and

was looking to rebound after
being shut out twice on the
road the previous weekend.
Sophomore Josh Suggs

anticipated a tough game but
said the team was “prepared
and ready to come out and
play.”
And, play they did scoring their first goal fewer
than 15 minutes into the game
on a heads-up play by Roland
Demombynes, a junior forward
from Seattle.
In the second half,

temperatures dipped into
the 30s, but play was just
beginning to heat up. With 25
minutes to go, Pomona tied the
game on a penalty kick by Rigo
Cardenas.

With just five minutes to

go in the game, junior Matt
Colwell received a pass from
Demombynes and kicked back
over his head into the Broncos’
goal, giving the Lumberjacks
the lead and the win of 2-1.
By then, the cold had
ceased to matter, and by sheer
will and determination, the
Humboldt State men held on
to win for the sixth time in
seven home games.

Anthony Barstow may be —
contacted at
abarstow@thejackonline.org
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our reporting. We invite all
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News

Racism at HSU: Invisible

The community at
boldt State University
to your opinions, have
accept you.
Just so long as you
Racism is a serious
Humboldt County, and

and around Humtends to be open
liberal attitudes and
,
are white.
problem here in
at first glance

around campus it appears that nothing

is being done about it. Walking down the
halls and corridors, one is greeted by a sea
of white faces. Fall 2008 student ethnicity is made up of 51.7 percent White, 10.6
percent Hispanic, 4 percent Asian, 3.4
percent Black, 2.3 percent Native American,
.5 percent Pacific Islander, 13.4 percent said
Other and 14.1 percent said Unknown.
Reasons as to why 27.5 percent of students
identified themselves as “Other” or “Unknown” range from fear to inappropriate.
And this pattern does not appear to be
getting any better.
We need more students from different
cultural backgrounds on this campus to help
eliminate racism. Of the current freshmen
enrolled this year,a record | 200, nearly half
are white. The university's Office of Admis-

ionetampagtaiag
matter wha

race at HSU!

sions is doing a great job recruiting students
with a steady 27 percent increase in freshmen enrollment over the past decade. But
when are they going to go out and look for .
_amore diverse student body?
The fact that 27 out of 30 professors
declined to talk about racism is an example
of its transparency. Whatever their reasons
for not speaking on the issue, their silence
makes it seems as though this taboo is not
worth talking about. Student involvement
with the issue is rare and isolated. It would
seem our adopted attitude towards this
problem is:‘“Why talk about it when you
can simply pretend it doesn’t exist?”
:
In Humboldt County alone, over 86 percent of the population is white-10 percent
above the state-wide average. This problem
is worse because the community around
HSU is supposed to be one of the most
liberal towns on the West Coast. When
students visit Arcata, many are greeted with
more white faces than they are used to
and it’s their first taste of culture shock. It’s
shameful that Arcata, although renowned
for being anti-corporation and rejecting

traditional societal stigmas, fails to provide
students of all races a safe and welcoming

co!
un
nat
ser
bri
ou
hee
car
be

environment.

So, let’s make it perfectly clear:
Students at our university and around the
world are subjected to racial prejudice.
People have been insulted, demeaned, and
rejected from social gatherings. No matter where people come from, they are still
people. If you are ever a target of racist
behavior speak your mind and let your
community know-whether to a professor,
counselor, friends, support group and, if necessary, the University Police. You have the
right to have your voice heard. This university needs to provide an outlet to let you be
heard and to act on what you say. Speak out
- we're talking to you, faculty. Talk to your
students and talk to each other.
If you are a perpetrator of racist and

hez

discriminatory actions, or know someone

who is, now is the time to wake up. It is no
longer the 1600s, or the 1940s. It is 2008
and it’s time to realize that we will always
be separate and unequal until we stop seeing the differences between us.
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Mental Health:
Part of our problem

| 19

They're trying
to take your

birth control!
We don’t need to read a long list of statistics to
know how many people are affected by mental illness.
We have best-friends, parents, siblings, or even ourselves,
dealing with these issues every day. And we may not
even be aware of their struggle. Why? There is a very

strong stigma attached to mental illness. Stigma is
painful, disgraceful, and shameful. As a result, mental
illness remains as jokes in popular culture and negative

Challenge stereotypes! The inaccurate and hurtful
representations of mental illness affect many. We, as

students, must give each other hope and comfort. You
should know that you are not the

stereotypes reinforce distorted perceptions. This in turn

only leads to even more
stigma.

only one dealing with such issues.

But we can cope and
combat it. Greater public
understanding is needed
nationwide. More public
service ads are needed to
bring awareness of this issue
out in the open. Mental
health is a part of health
care and it is essential that it

Gina Walker states it best,
“T look forward to a climate of

be included in the nation’s

health care reform debate.

continuing increase in awareness

Building Community.

Eo naCauo

Mental Illness
Awareness Week
October 5-11, 2008

Mental illness is
prevalent on college
campuses everywhere. We need to support and educate

the student body, so we can improve the overall mental
health of the college community. HSU’s Counseling &
Psychological Services (CAPS) often sees about 10% of

‘the student body within an academic year. They have
many great services available to enrolled, part-time or

full-time students for no fee. They offer drop-in, crisis,
and initial assessments. Also, short-term individual,

i
4g

'
of theoretical frameworks, but one we all have in
common is special mindfulness toward cross-cultural
practice. Much stigma is rooted in the intersections
between “mental illness” and culture, to include
dominant and non-dominant cultures.”

small group, and couples therapy are also available.

and discussion of mental illness
here at HSU. A reduction in
stigma alone is a measure that

could improve the quality of life
and productivity of people with

Many students rely on the federal and state program called
Family PACT for their reproductive health care needs. It is a program
that has been available to income eligible Californians for a number
of years, and provides annual health exams, STD testing and
treatment, contraceptives and other services at no charge. Students
have often used their “teal cards” in their hometowns as well as locally
at clinics, doctors’ offices and the Student Health Center.
2
The program, which has been functioning in a renewing waiver

status for years, is now in jeopardy because the federal government,
which funds 90% of it, has only extended the waiver for two weeks.

Congress is now out of session and will not take up the issue before
January. Speaker Pelosi has heard from many advocates of the .
program and is trying to get an extension through administrative,
rather than legislative channels.

mental illness.”

In 1990, the U.S. Congress
established the first full week

of October as Mental Illness
Awareness Week (MIAW) in
recognition of the National Alliance for Mental Illness
(NAMI) efforts to raise mental illness awareness. NAMI

Students can help to save this program by doing the following:
1. Call or write to Speaker Pelosi at '
hetp://speaker.house.gov/contact/ and ask
her to request a waiver extension of

*». FPACT through June 30, 2009 via
, an administrative fix.
2. If your home
town is in a district
. with a Republican
Representative, call them
2 nd urge them to work
$ coward continuation

%

is the nation’s largest grassroots organization dedicated
to helping individuals and families living with serious

mental illnesses. For information, visit www.nami.org.
HSU’s CAPS services may be reached at 826-3236 or
visit http://studentaffairs.humboldt.edu/counseling.

of the Family PACT

Thank you very much!

program.

With signed consent from clients, CAPS is able to

“a

coordinate care with the Student Health Center, to help

ae
wa‘
Ris,Fn

communicate with other campus offices and faculty.
According to.Gina Walker, a staff member at CAPS,
“between all the CAPS therapists, we offer a multitude
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merica’s electoral system is a
joke, it’s delusional to consider
hese candidates chosen by the
public. Running for office is an increasingly

10.15.2008_
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Corporate rule dominates politics, you

Presidents are nominated not to

make change, but to preserve corruption

with superficial concessions deceiving
Americans that things will ever “change.”

impossible feat, limited by biased, corporatemainstream media coverage, extremely
expensive and unreasonably long campaigns,
an unaccountable electoral college,
gerrymandering and rigged voting machines.
George Washington warned against the
danger party systems pose in which candidates
naturally become self-interested in “elevation,

Obama and McCain are more similar then
different.

i

- Jason Robo

dictators, after they’ve told you what you
think it is you want to hear.” ~Alan Coren
George Bush illegally occupies the
presidency through fixed elections in 2000
and 2004 as outlined in the documentary
“American Blackout.” In 2000, Bush won

“officially” by 537 votes after 90,000 Florida

machine levels created inhumane lines for
inner-city, Democratic black districts. Poor
voters were left waiting in the rain, most
reliant on multiple jobs to survive unable to
bear the wait. Ken Blackwell, Ohio's Secretary
of State (like Harris in Florida, Bush-Cheney’s

Ohio campaign co-chair) set up unaccepted
“provisional ballots” so voters misinformed
on where to vote, voted in vain. John Kerry,
Bush’s fellow Skull and Bones fraternity
brother from Yale, conceded the election 12
hours later, abandoning his voters. Kerry knew
electronic voter software could be rigged and
that polls named him as victorious.

“Four years ago I didn’t intervene, I
was asked by Al Gore not to do so, frankly
looking back on it I wish I had. It really

Investigative reporter Greg Palast described
2000 as an “electoral coup d'etat.”

voters.” ~Barbara Boxer

fictitious president.” ~Michael Moore
Ohio was 2004’s nexus of electoral
corruption. Despite increased voter

As products of our corporate environment
we adopt corporate values. Corporations
create a fictitious world on paper, increasingly
dominating our lives. Derek Jensen says our
dependency on the system manifests personal

self-interest to preserve the system. We cannot
provide food, cook or experience emotions
without the system, sadly its needs become
own.

q

‘
Sides

registration, a reduced supply of 2000 voting

voters were disenfranchised. Many Blacks and Latinos were illegally prevented from
voting for being labeled felons. Florida Gov.
Jeb Bush and Secretary of State Katherine
Harris ordered those-names removed, resulting
in Bush’s brother winning president and
Harris, Bush-Cheney’s Florida campaign
co-chair, winning a Congressional seat.
The U.S. Supreme Court, including Bush
Sr.’s nominees, made his son President.

“We live in a time where we have
fictitious election results, that elect a

- Humboldt County's (duhc.org) workshops.

our

on the ruins of public liberty.”
“Democracy consists of choosing your

can learn lots through Democracy Unlimited

wasn't about Al Gore, it was about the

Voting machines are criticized for lacking

Walden O’Dell, Diebold Inc’s former CEO,
said he was “committed to helping Ohio
deliver its electoral votes to the president” in
2004. He later resigned. California Secretary
of State Debra Bowen commissioned
UC Santa Barbara to test machines and
determined a 3-second hack can undetectably
alter results, even after auditing paper-trails.
“The votes decide nothing. The people
who count the votes decide everything.”

Josef Stalin

Votes are manipulatively “counted”

and the electoral college can vote against
the people's will. Democracy seems pretty
nonexistent, the candidates consent to this
charade, knowing they dance hooked by

special interest puppeteers’ strings. Presidents
are nominated not to make change, but

to preserve corruption with superficial
concessions deceiving Americans that things
will ever “change.” Obama and McCain are

more similar then different.

machine manufacture market. Sequoia ballot
counters fail to count the same way twice.

“In politics, nothing happens by
accident. If it happens, you can bet it was
planned that way.” ~Franklin D. Roosevelt

Watch “Hacking Democracy” to learn more.

pod.” ~FDR’
In America, shadows rule citizens who

voluntarily police themselves. Elites rule easier
with us “behaving,” ruling ourselves without
standing armies is optimum dominance. Silent
weapons for silent wars. Don’t vote along to
get along, the charade must end. Disengage

from the system before it gangrenously rots
our lives away, it may in fact be too late.

transparency and physical voting record.

Diebold and Sequoia hold 80% of the voting

“Two or more national parties merely
have different names but are as alike in their
principles and aims as two peas in the same

“Without general elections, without
unrestricted freedom of press and assembly,

without a free struggleof opinion, life dies
out in every public institution, becomes a

mere semblance of life, in which only the
bureaucracy remains as the active element.”
~Rosa Luxemberg

Jason Robo
Political science/economics double

«

For more news check us out on the web at www.thejackonline.org

major and an activist involved in 9/11
Truth and the National Organization

for the Reform of Marijuana Laws

Comix w/ a Purpose :: John T. Carter :: 2008.10.15
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Letters to the editor may not exceed 350 words.
Guest columns may not exceed 750 words.
All letters and columns may be edited for grammar and spelling.
Ace reserve [ales WT: to edit profanity and obscenity and may hold
content for any reason.
New contributors may be given preference over return contributors.
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or community ofganizations.
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HSU students should provide their major and class standing.
We also welcome cartoons, spoof articles,and other items.

Jeremy Endsley

All submissions must be received by 4:00 p.m.

the Friday preceding publication.
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GOIN’ ON?

Pros & Cons

Teak
the League of
Women
Voters

slackline
edge

Thursday, Oct. 16
Humboldt County
Library Main Branch
Learn about the pros
and cons of the ballot
propositions

Zig Lawsha
Staff Writer

MC

Chris

Thurday,

Oct.

Humboldt
Arcata

There

16

on

Rap/Hip-Hop, Comedy

part

17

Forum,

clubentered the North Coast’s first slackline
The

competition,

Oct. 16 - 18
Van Duzer Theatre,
a PLeL
Shakespeare's
and

romance

of

redemption

yaa)

re
ultural
ueer
Film
estival
16

-

to

be

at

Classic,

in Arcata.

Climbing gym

is a balancing

on, walk

across

or do tricks

sport

that

followed,

sport

is

gaining
“Slacking

biology

included

on.

Unlike

tight-rope walking, the line is not taut
but instead dynamic - stretching and
bouncing, allowing for impressive tricks
and stunts. According to slacking Web
site Rhope.com, the genesis of the sport
comes from two Yosemite Valley rock
climbers, who got the idea from walking
on cables and chains in the early 1980s.
Innovation and exploration of the
and

in the

sophomore

Features

slacklining

now

popularity
an
is

recreatiom...religion,”

18

Kate Buchanan
Room,
HSU

Want

Humboldt

uses nylon “webbing” stretched between
two anchor points, which slackers stand

The Winter’s
Beir

Oct.

lives

On Oct. 4, a group of students from the

Slacking

yale

their

of

The Humboldt
Classic drew many
competitors
from

is.
that
slackline
the
line,
the
Every week day, and often on weekends,

the Far North

passion

who

across the area. The

worldwide.
awesome

says

cellular

Adam _

Cockrill.

calendar?

competitors

were

grouped

four

into

divisions:

novice,

advanced,
expert,
and women’s. The
slackline

students. The area behind Siemens Hall is
designated by the university to serve as an
area for the club to string their slackline,
says Slacklining Club President Ian Wilke.

Benefit Hip
Hop Concert
Oct.

live

students

of the HSU Slackers Club, an official
campus organization open to all HSU

Un-Dam the
aE Tar hae)
Friday,

some

you can find those students behind Siemens
Hall, walking barefoot across a span of
webbing strung between two huge trees.
These “slackers” are members and friends

10:00 pm

Goodwin
HSU
8:00 pm

to

prefer

Brews,

are

was.

30

feet long and set up
on wooden

frames.

Each
competitor
had
60
seconds
during
the_ trial.
The top 10 in the
semifinals
had
another 60 seconds.
Engineering Junior Jeff Evans won Advanced in the North Coast's first
The finals featured
slackline competition at the Far North Climbing gym in Arcata Oct. 4. |
five slackers in two
Bryan Thomson
60-second _ sessions.
The
judges
practice
the
sport
religiously.
incorporation of
competitor’s
critiqued a
“I’m out here everyday except when
multiple styles, static and aerial moves;
I’m in class,” says Art major Lisa Montalzo.
as well as combinations and commitment.
Geology senior Shaun Cordes and
Standing orwalkingacross theslackline
Recreation graduate Andy Lewis judged
is the simplest form of the sport. Other
the competition.
Cordes
and _ Lewis,
basic tricks include walking backwards,
who dub themselves the “dynamic duo
turning around and bouncing while
of slackline enthusiasts,” also capture
walking. The maneuvers get more difficult
video footage, and cover current events
as one advances from novice to expert.
related to slacklining for their Web site:
Club member and Wildlife junior
catalysticproductions.com. They watched
Vanessa Blount has been slacking for
as the various slackers showed their skills.
about a year. “It feeds my soul...it’s very
“I want to see that you are committed
centering
and I’m passionate about it.”
Members
of
the
club
SLACKLINE, pc. 25 °

Submit

your

event

online

at www.thejackonline.org/calform
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856 10th Street - Arcata - C4

(707) 826-2739
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Journalism major Monica Topping is one of few KSLG DJs. She plans on graduating this Spring with an emphasis in
Radio Broadcasting. | Nate Ochoa

mele)

Best Music Venue in Arcata

20 Beers on tap

a different kind of radio

KSLG:

Pool Table & FREE WiFi
Biggest TV Screen

Nathaniel

Ochoa

Mouthwatering Menu

Staff Writer

4
3

‘5

Everywhere you go, you
can hear the comforting riffs
of Weezer’s mega-hit “Pork
and Beans” or the latest

fun

tracks from the Kings of Leon

Matthews,

or

KPFK

Gnarles

Barkley

blasting

proudly out of car speakers,
and it’s all thanks to KSLG.
The
“alternative
rock”

station first began broadcasting
on May1,2001fromits Ferndale
studio. It’s owned by Lost Coast
Communications,

company

that

the

runs

same

KHUM-

pele

ree

FM, “Radio without the rules,”
and KWPT-FM, “The Point.”

things

to

community,”

do

said

in

the

Mobley.

In the beginning, KSLG

had

only

two
a

DJs:

of

in Los Angeles,

and

Joe Butterworth, whose onair personality goes by the

name of “Dr. Syd Reagan,
bastard son of ninety-nine
Republicans.” Since then, the
KSLG army of DJs has grown
in leaps and bounds, adding
Savage,
Monica

Topping and Ashley Ramone.

Regular
listeners
of
Psychology
junior
KSLG
are
quite
familiar
Stephanie Bulluss says, she
with “the voices” of KSLG,
likes KSLG because they play
but not very much is known
different kinds of music. “They
about the DJs themselves.
don’t play just the top pop hit.
DJ
Monica
Topping
It’s not like I turn it on and
fell
in
love
with
radio
in the
I’m hearing the. same music
I just heard two hours ago.” ‘‘gos when Joe Butterworth
(who would eventually go
Vanessa
Mobley,
a
on to become KSLG’s Dr.
recreation
administration
Syd Reagan) let her come on
senior, said she likes the
his
radio show ‘for her 16th
variety
KSLG _ offers
to
birthday. Her family moved to
listeners. Mobley especially
Eureka from Nevada the year
likes the
Slug
Festivities
before, and her first experience
Guide,
which __ highlights
in radio made a_ profound
local
music
and_
events.
impact on her. Topping
“It
seems
to
keep
always wanted to work
people up-to-date on all the

Comment

on

these

articles

on-line

KSLG-FM

ALL Shows

21

& up

94.1 http://www.kslg.com/

John

veteran

to its roster Jen
“Plastic” Jackson,

Music M&st NiGHTS!

KHUM-FM
100.3 & 102.7 http://www.khum.
(orev any)

| © Open Mic Every Monday @ 8:30

KWPT-FM

1
, * 16-MC Chris - rep, iptop, Comedy
0cct. f- aes Show: crubuatne

100.3 & 102.7 http://www.khum.
faeyniys

n “the music business,” and
now she had a focus: radio.
In
March
2004.
she

began working at the KSLG
and KHUM
radio stations
where she hosts the Slug
Festivities

Guide,

and

is

now

a

journalism senior at Humboldt
State University and plans on
graduating this spring. Besides
her work in radio, Topping also
works as a freelance writer; her

work has appeared in the Times
Standard,
the North
Coast
Journal, and the Arcata Eye.

at www.thejackonline.org

aks.

works

the weekend mid-day DJ shift.
Topping

Oc. 2- NX & Jamienwa
ooa

ora “in Ds it :

06.30 ae he Funk
Oct.31- HALLOWEEN with

Check www.humboldtbrews.com for latest music info.
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WoMama rock
Redwood Raks

en ek

di

HUNAN ~ CANTON ~ PEKING
SZECHUAN ~ MANDARIN ~ DIM-SUM

Danielle

Holt

Staff Writer

We have the largest

MENU

in town!

Daily
Special Combination
Lunch Plates

Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the. PlAZA........0000

761 8th Street

WoMama

G6 It’s great to be

rocked Redwood Raksasthey
played music that belonged
toasultry summer’s evening.

at’s really going
off... they’re so

October

night,

Call for Take Outs orders
or reservations

PLAZA

RESTARUANT

dancewear

party
was __ eclectic.
Christmas
lights
and
ceiling
a disco ball lit the
while
projected
images
of
traditional
African _ tribal
dances played out on the wall.
The small room quickly
became
crowded
with
fans dancing with frenzied
abandon to hot African beats.
The
WoMama:

party
epitomized
a_
band
where

fusion
From

‘is
the

everything.
music, which

combines

calypso,

samba,

bluegrass,

reggae and

rock ‘n’

partying

Fabulous
Fall Sale!
dancewear

Perfect for Halloween & early holiday gift shopping

Don't miss the

CRAZY $5 CLEARANCE BINS!
Upstairs in the Plaza Désign Building

dozens

combined

of

plants

with

that

the

lined

the stage and the hall, the
party was about a fusion of
ages, cultures and _ peoples.
“Fote

Fare”

is the

band’s

first CD, two years in the making.
The CD features tracks
ranging in style from West
African funk to Latin rock ‘n’ roll.
Jesse

alum
of

and

Jonathan,

founding

WoMama,

HSU

member

described

the

album as going “through a
lot of different influences.”
“It’s a really interesting
fusion,”
The

Jonathan

Jonathan
CD _ features

calls

an_

said.
what

ode

to
Humboldt
“Home
Sweet.
“This
place
County]

has

County
Humboldt.”
[Humboldt

so

much

going

on,
so
many _ different
influences, so many different
styles
of
celebrating,
so
that’s the song ‘Home Sweet

“I

Company,

Ballet,

AkaBella,

SambAmore
professor

New
and

Eugene

African

fusion

dance

music.”

theirnewalbuminthenearfuture.
Jonathan

said

the

band

would play anywhere.
“Id
love to play internationally.”
Shoshanna,
fellow
performerandownerofRedwood

Worid
Quente

Raks thinks the band is destined
for great things. “It’s great to be

Music
Novotney.

part of something that’s really
going off,” Shoshanna said.
“They resotalented
and vibrant.”

WoMama’s _ performances
features instruments ranging
from the traditional African
drum, theblazon,
the Trinidadian
steelpan
(made
from
a 55

gallon oil drum) and the West

and
to
different
rhythmic
entities we didn’t even know
existed,”
said
Jonathan.

African

bass

drum,

the

dun

dun, to electric guitar and bass.
All these come together

Novotney’s
influence
is still evident in the band.
“A lot of his philosophies
and a lot of his idealisms have
come through to us - why to
play musi¢ and the application
of music in a community
Jonathan

their

WoMama hopes to tour with

WoMama
started
_—out
right here at HSU in the
Kate
Buchanan
Room.
Fostered
by
Novotney,
the students came to love
music from around the world.
“He
really
introduced
us to calypso
and
samba

setting,”.

like

style. It’s good

Humboldt;”
said
Jonathan.
The
WoMama__
concert
featured
performances
from
Shoshanna and the Ya Habibi

Dance

comes

language. “WoMama is a
greeting,” Jonathan said.
The
dedication
of
WoMama’s
fans
was
clear in the excitement
running through the crowd
and the familial atmosphere.
Arcata
resident
Joseph
Dogoli is a long-time fan.

Redwood Raks.

50-somethings,

hello,”

from Susu, a Guinean tribal

With fans ranging from
to

name
meaning

“everybody

- Shoshana, owner of

on

band

WoMama,

talented and vibrant:

roll; to the mix of alcohol and

Now through November ‘1st

Huge discounts on selected first quality.

The

art of something .

the

822-6105

Closed on Mondays

“If [had something to do
withthat, lamhappy,” hesaid.

Friday night to great acclaim.
&

teens

Open Tuesday - Sunday

windy

released their first CD

os *

(next to the Jacoby Store House)

a cold and

WoMama,
an African
fusion
dance _ orchestra,

4

On the Arcata Plaza

On

to

create

music

with

in the West

“It’s
said

beat-driven

storytelling
African

just

dance

lyrics,

tradition.

celebration,”
Jonathan.

said.

Novotney is modest, saying
WoMamaisabandonitswayup.

Danielle Holt may be contacted at
.

dholt@thejackonline.org

nee

VEGETARIAN

Tuesday - Saturday from 11:00 - 6:00 and by appointment
822-7894

on
a

California

hs frames

Arcata
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‘Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner

Sehi aa

ara

tASP

i

a

Topping’s favorite part
about
her job as
a DJ at KSLG is
meetinglocalbands.KSLGoften

showcases live performances
by local talent to promote
their
upcoming
concerts.
“When a band plays on
my show and that evening I
hear every one tell the band
that they showed up because
they heard them
on my

local

job’ in supporting our local
music scene,” said Topping.
“I’ve had friends ask if
I ever want to move away to
work in some big media market
and honestly, it’s not one of my

because

working

in

this
area
community
comes with

local

the

trick,”

said

with

by

local

the funky

are

merchants,

of the

(826-3928) or at the door. Http://
HSUStage.blogspot.com.

from

Theatre,

of HSU

directed

you!

~ 2 Dinner Entrees

1 Appetizer

Irish Pub Wednesdays

Poaha Luau Thursdays

Corned Beef & Hash,

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi Poke,

Lamb Chops, Halibut n’ Chips,

Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia Nut

Steamer Mussels, Cheese Fries,
Irish Flag Shots, Guiness,

Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, Chicken
Katsu, Blue Hawaiian, Mai Tais

50¢ off Irish Whiskeys

Upcoming Shows

all shows
Bait:

TTC NARUC CO) tam

over only
21erandLUO

Coming Soon
DRAGGEDbyHORSES (heavy rock)
Magnum (ex-SWOD, -Wepeel)

+

eae

Summers in Kuwait (local indie psych)
©

au

PO

thirtythreeandathird (local instrumental) 11:15pm music

by

Rae

Film

Robison.

www.thejackonline.org

Unt
$2 well drinks

yin Des

ty
$2 Pabst& $3 shots
SATURDAY

THURSDAY

r $5 pint drinks

el

aBCimacan

@ 10:30 $5

TALE

Arcata. $10, $8 seniors and nonHSU students, HSU students free
with ID, from HSU Ticket Office

hear

Oly Specials

Zig Lawsha may be contacted
at zlawsha@thejackonline.org

Shakespeare’s magical romance of
passion and redemption, Thursdays
through Saturdays, October 16-18,
23-25 at 7:30 p.m. in the Van Duzer
Theatre on the HSU campus in

Let's

. $30 Dinner Special

———

WINTER’S

Dance,

Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill Pickles,
Bud in the Can, Jello Shots

Hall until the next opportunity.

freshman Matt Slankard won
Novice,
Engineering
Junior
Jeff Evans
won
Advanced,
Biology
sophomore
Sara
Violett
won
the
Women’s
division,
Arcata
resident

and

Buy 1 Get 1 1/2 Price.

Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,

are sure when they will compete
again, but all agree they'll be
practicing
behind
Siemens

with the winner of each division
receiving
a_ slackline
kit.
HSU’s
Slackers
Club
swept
the
scoreboard
in
nearly all categories:
Film

A production

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,

local.”

Chris
Boswell
won
Expert.
Recreation
senior
lan
Wilkie, who took second place
division,
in the Advanced
said,
“it
was
good _ fun.”
None of the HSU slackers

jam band “Broken Scone,” the
slackers competed for prizes,

THE

DJs

Two For Tuesday

Trailer Park. Mondays

conr. rrom Pc 22

Lewis.

sound

the

ne

at nochoa@theyackonline.org

Fueled by donuts and pizza
donated

www.thealibi.

Aviles.

Nate Ochoa may be contacted

radio.”

~ SLACKLINE,
to

of it,” said

822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome

« KSLG and their listeners
wouldn’t have it any other way.

big priorities,” said Topping.
love
and
love.
the
connection that

feel

On the Plaza
744 9th Street

“Mostplacesdon’thavethat
local connection on the radio.”
Topping said local radio
stations have a corner on what’s
going on in their community,
morethan Siriusor XMeverwill.
“It’s not just the music
that we’re playing, it’s also the
non-stop flow of information
that.
we
give
to _ people

show, I feel like I’ve done my

“I

8 AM to Midnight

Political Science junior
Mark Aviles said he enjoys
how
KSLG
features
local
bands. “Some of that music
. is quite interesting. I like the

DJ Blancatron

SUNDAY

Beer Bust 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

$1 pint of Pabst & $2 Bud Light
535 Sth Street Eureka
(707)-442-0772
Office 442-0771

Hours:
Wed.-Sun.

4 p.m.-2 a.m.

www.auntymoslounge.com.
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"Orchestra provides
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Sale

Whete: Arcata Library
Time: 10 am - 4pm

vb f and

Manila Dunes

sy Band

Guided Walk

Where: Manila
Community Center

Time: 10 am

‘Manila.Dunes
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Where: Mosgo ’s,Arcata
Time: 8 pm

the

Benefit

: Goodwin

Forum,

a

jazz Orchestra
Where: Fulkerson Yee

ns The Winter's

hare: Kate Buchanan ;

Room,-HSU

Time: 4pm

Mr. Calimari’s
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ere: Mosgo’s,
Time: 7 pm
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~ Theatre, HSU
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silent film
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7
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eee
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Miracle Show
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Where: Humboldt
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Library Circle Bus stop

Time: 7:30 pm

: peloaibes. 3 pm

‘and sound effects to

: : Swi n sin? daumeay.

y;

E"Where:
folly meet
yn ati HSU
cree© k

Tale

tra. provides music

|.

Restoration

Time: 9: 30 am

symphonic. Band»

Hop Concert

film

L brary Book

Heart, A Farewell
Device

recente

‘music and sound eledta

.

Deadbol
The Stitched

Shakespeare’s romance’

S

Groove

tne ¢ a Reis
Brewery, McKinleyville
Time: 9 pm

Tale

of pasion and

a High School

Deep

The Winter’s

Where: MeKinleyvill

The Friends
the Arcata

Socie
Where: Jambalaya, Arcata
co

Where: Van Duzer
Theatre, HSU
Time: 7:30 pm

Time7pm

€

p.

r Breeze

ArMack
Orchestra,
Girl
propents

,

Time: 9 pm

ee
ie
eae
eggae roc

to accompany the classic

Time: 10 pm
%

fb

Where: Blue Lake Casino

Where: Fieldbrook

propositions

1 A

oe

A

Jenife

County Library Main
Branch
“Jearn about the pros
and cons of the ballot

The Northwest
Primate
Conservation

Where: HSU quad
Time: 10 am-2 pm
le
4

.

Where: Humboldt

15

October

. Aiiosee

~ | Country Club
Register at
www.humboldt. edu/~sbe/

Night with
the League o
Women
Voters

=
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ArMack

Orchestra .

presents “Girl a
» > Where: McKinleyville
High School. ~
~ Time: 2 pm and 7 pm.

aNare: Humboldt arent:

oe Tine: 6

Orchestra provides
effec

+.
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PREP ae

sifieds”
“FOR RENT : GARAGE SALE

FREE
FREE 20 GAL.
AQUARIUM FOR

' SCHOOL PROJECT.
Light, filter, heater, no leaks.

Jim 826-9591

1%!

EVOLUTION

|

Me
1:

CENTER

100% ORGANIC VEGAN LIFE FOOD
RESTAURANT, MARKET, MUSIC VENUE
HEALING SPACE AND EDUCATION CENTER
1041 H STREET, ARCATA

six BEDROOM
|

-HOUSE, McK
|
$2,000.00 plus security.
822-8039. Wood Floors,
vaulted ceilings, Game
room, laundry, with
washer dryer, nice

GARAGE SALE
McKINLEYVILLE:
2958 Eagle (Central past
Murray right on Eagle).
New fabrics, drapes, small
rugs, tables, nice women’s
- ¢lothing (medium),
more. 10/17 11-6,& 10/18

have a truck, tools, local

9-4, 445-2117

references and flexible

WELLNESS

TIN CAN

HSU AA

MAILMAN BUYS
_ BOOKS, including

MEETINGS now
meet in SBS Building

TEXTBOOKS for cash

or trade credit. Huge
selection, open daily.
Corner of 10th & H
Arcata 822-1307

Room

405. Call

442-0711 for more info.
Marijuana Anonymous .

meets every Wednesday
night from 7-8pm in

SBSB 405, 618-9228.

EP BE
ia
ER EO

Gain international work experience

ier aeRO tee

- Stephanie for more
information at steph@
tinikdesign.com

* COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR *
eTIRES * SMOG - BRAKE - LAMP CERTIFICATION *

WINTER SPECIAL

| FOUND A PAIR OF
EYE-GLASSES |
ON CAMPUS ON
SEPT. 22, 08. Dark
glasses or “shaded”, in

case, appear to be possibly
‘prescription’ glasses.

and appear to have cost
$$. You can contact

JET offers: Year-long paid positions, roundtrip air
transportation to Japan, health insurance,
training, and more!

me through the ITEPP
program here on campus

Apply by November 25, 2008 for Summer 2009 Sesidone,

at826-3672)

SFE

eae

e Experience Japanese culture

PHOTOGRAPHY!
AWARD-WINNING
PHOTOJOURNALIST
Looking to branch out
into wedding photography.
Competitive rates!
Available for engagements,
weddings and commitment
- ceramonies. Email

FOUND

PROGRAM

For more information or to apply, visit our website:
www. us.emb-japan.go.jp/jetprogram/homepage.html

|

hours. Call Mark at |
707-668-4198

or call 616-6636
Everyone welcome!

ie 0
© Work in local government offices

labor or odd jobs. |

campus.
RogersRentals.com

WANTED

“~~

Strong, skilled, reliable’
worker available for
construction, landscaping, —
gardening, moving, hauling,
and any other general

Gazzelle exercise machine,

www.
greenlifefamily.com

© Teach English to Japanese students in public schools

NEED A LABORER
OR LANDSCAPER?

solarium. 8 minutes to

(707) 661.1781

The Japan Exchange & Teaching Program

SERVICES|

“or my email at .
_rdd!4@humboldt.edu.
~ _ Thank you

~~»
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x -Thurs: noon - 11pm
Sun
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pile.
Cay
COFFEEHOUSE

SUEORN

,

DAY
& HOLIDAYS

OPEN EVERY
(INCLUDING SUNDAYS
CORNER
822-2228

5TH
FOR

&

J.

ARCATA

RESERVATIONS

C=vo

KAYAKS BY: | “~

a

SUN: 10-5 * 650 10TH
REN DAILY MON-SAT; ©9-6,
ONE BLOCK. NORTH OP-THE

ARCATA ¢ 822-4673
& F © WWW.ADVENTURESEDGE.COM
AT 10TH
PLAZA
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